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“Vicious cycles: interactions between the immune system and microbiota during the course of disease”

Recent methodological advances in microbial ecology have provided a dramatic new perspective on the human microbiota. This perspective has led us to understand humans as superorganisms with a very substantial and functionally important microbial component. In particular, the microbiota now appears to be an integral part of the immune system. From studies we have conducted on colitis and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) a picture is emerging in which changes to the microbiota, driven by the immune system, occur in tandem with changes to the immune system, driven by the microbiota. Injection of naïve T cells into immunodeficient mice shifted microbial community structure in the gut within two weeks, most notably increasing the dispersion (variability) of the community. Subsequently, these mice began to exhibit symptoms of colitis, weight loss and gut inflammation. Co-injection of Tregs with the naïve T cells reduced the gut community shift and delayed the onset of colitis. Overall, there was great variability in gut community structure among individual mice, but particular populations were strongly associated with each of the experimental treatments (control, T cell injected and co-injected). Until recently, the healthy lung was considered to be sterile, but it is now clear that the lung has an associated microbiota of very low population density. We studied the microbiota associated with human lung tissue and found that a unique bacterial community exists in the lungs of patients with very severe COPD. The progression of COPD involves reduction in lung surface area, which corresponded to a decrease in the diversity of the microbiota. Despite large variability in microbiota among individual lung donors, a subset of populations was strongly associated with the inflammatory response and tissue remodeling characteristic of COPD. In both a mouse model of colitis and human COPD, our results provide evidence that perturbations of the immune system drive changes in the microbiota. These changes appear to be integral to the progression of each disease. It is possible that these changes, including expansion or reduction of key populations, help drive the inflammatory response, which is the critical outcome of each disease. It remains to understand the mechanisms by which the immune system shapes microbial communities and by which those communities modulate immune responses.